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Organization
Engineering Team 
from tkIS AG visits 
our office

These are the times we live in. Work is significant in our lives.
It ensures our minds are productive, quality of life is assured, 
good education, food and necessities and a little something for 
the rainy day is secured. It is not easy to achieve work life balance 
in an increasingly connected, technology driven, competitive 
world. It is only through work we consider ourselves relevant and 
outpace others in the so called run for excellence. Each one of us 
jostling for visibility, and trying to fulfil the everlasting need from 
our employers who demand more and more. Consequently, it is 
normal to work more, take work home and believe that it’s 
inseparable from us. Engaged employees struggle the most, they 
have demands from everywhere and they lean towards work, 
making huge compromises on their health and personal priorities. 

Multitasking is a logical and beautiful escape from an ordinary life. 
Exploring our possibilities, hobbies, inventions, service etc. As 

more and more companies understand this impactful connection 
that doing something else helps us to do many routine things 
better, they are willing to explore ways to make this a practical 
reality. Research stating that companies do well financially by 
more than 20% when employees are engaged. 

The most exciting revelation is that when one is able to see work 
as an extension of self and finds joy, expression and sense of 
purpose in it. Boundaries then blur. Is life really so 
unidimensional or there are only a handful people who reach this 
elite state. The rest of us are left to grapple and find the secret 
balance between work and other things that enrich us. 

Have a great reading!

Sarita Panda

Editorial Board

Work-Life Balance

Business
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n-Butanol site 
completes 1 million safe 
man-hours without LTI



“Work-Life Balance” is one of the most used word in the service 
industry for last many years and has gained significance 
specifically in the post-pandemic scenario.

Even though majority consider ‘work-life balance’ relevant for our 
wellbeing, not many are able to identify the factors that define this 
term. In any case, the physical and mental wellbeing of an 
individual in such a complex and fast changing world cannot be 
pushed below the carpet. Having a possibility to wind down after 
a rigorous time at work place or to take one’s mind away from the 
daily struggles is an essential requirement to avoid mental and 
physical breakdown. On the other hand, work-life balance cannot 
be achieved by following 8-8-8 cycle, i.e. 8 hours each of work, 
personal time and sleep. That is why the term ‘balance’ sounds 
out-of-sync in the new order. Many entrepreneurs are coining the 
term ‘work-life circle’ or work-life cycle’. These terms are more 
apt, as work is an important part of our lives. Infact, it is our work 
(professional, entrepreneurial or artistic) that constitutes a large 
part of our identity. Which makes it prudent to define purpose and 
goals that one wants to achieve. 

All work and no play in a fast and continuously wired world indeed 
makes Jill/Jack a dull girl/boy. Being always under work pressure, 
having deadlines that are getting increasingly difficult to meet, 
expectation of you being available round the clock, etc. are the 
typical reasons for being depressed and feeling letdown, leading 
to health issues that complicate the matters. Finding correct 
synergy or harmony (instead of term ‘balance’) is about finding 
a way to weave together different aspects of our lives - family, 
professional, personal, emotional, spiritual, society etc.

It’s like a jigsaw puzzle and every individual has to put together 
different pieces of work, close relations with family and friends, 
hobbies, etc. together in their own individual way.

Work should not be the only thing to look forward to. In fact, work 
should become a means to achieve our life targets. For some of 
us, success in work is a goal by itself. For others, it would be 
achieving something greater in life outside the professional realm. 
It varies based on an individual need.

Targets may also vary as time progresses and you start ticking 
away your short-term and long-term life goals. It’s all about 
finding the right harmony and looking for happiness in all aspects 
of our lives.

Rather than pitching work against life, the real solution is to find 
work-life harmony and the source of our happiness. As many 
studies indicate that happy employees lead to greater 
engagement and motivation at workplace. So Be Happy, and 
enjoy work and after-worklife.

Amrish Dholakia
Editorial Board
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“Work-Life Balance” 



Organization

tkIS India receives the Gold Award for Excellence in 
Initiative and Risk Management from ASSP
tkIS India received the Gold Award for its Excellence in Initiative and Risk Management from 
American Society of Safety Professionals (ASSP). The Award Ceremony was held at NICMAR 

th thHyderabad on 28  April 2022 during their 10  ASSP India Chapter Professional Development 
Conference.

Our company was evaluated based on our Risk Management Policy, Procedures, Programs
and Systems adopted by us.

Rajanish Lokhande speaks at Power Petroleum 
And Process Automation Meet - PPPA 2022
On 4th June, 2022, Rajanish Lokhande, Vice President and Head of 
Instrumentation presented a paper on “Digital Transformation in Process 
Industries : End User perspective” at Power Petroleum And Process 
Automation Meet - PPPA 2022. The two-day conference bases on the theme, 
"New Trends in Process Automation" was organized by ISA, Maharashtra in 
Navi Mumbai. Mr Lokhande’s  paper was well received by the audience 
present.

Dr Cord Landsmann, CEO tk Uhde and 
Liege Robson, COO, tk Uhde visits 
the tkIS India, Mumbai Office.
Dr Cord Landsmann, CEO and Liege Robson, COO, 
thyssenkrupp Uhde, Germany visited the Mumbai office 

th thfrom 26  April to 29  April 2022.

The objective of the visit was to discuss and review our 
business strategies, to understand the status of upcoming 
projects and review the progress of ongoing ones. 
Dr. Cord Landsmann, as Chairman and Director, participated 
in tkIS India's Board of Directors meeting, which was also 
graced by Mr. Liege Robson.

Engineering Team from tkIS AG visits 
our office
Mr. Detlef Sassenberg - Head of Global Engineering, Dr. Tarek 
El Hawary - Head of Process Department, Engineering 
Division & Mr. Martin Reddig - Head of Civil, Structural and 
Architectural Department visited our Mumbai office from 
31st May & 2nd June 2022 to meet with our Engineering and 
Process Team. Their three day meeting included discussions 
on various topics related to Process and Engineering, 
Engineering Management Training Program, Change 
Management Tools and progress review of NRL CDU/VDU & 
IOCL n-Butanol EPC projects. They had interactions with 
the Heads of Engineering departments and Engineering 
Managers from our Mumbai and Pune offices.
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tkIS India receives the Maharashtra State 
Best Employer Brand Awards 2022
tkIS India received the Best Employer Brand award at the Maharashtra State 

thBest Employer Brand Awards 2022 on 7  July 2022. The ceremony held at 
Taj Land’s End, Bandra featured leading organizations from Maharashtra who 
are exemplary in HR and used marketing communications effectively for 
Human Resources Development for translating and combining vision with 
action with HR Strategy, building line to mesh HR Strategy with Business, 
cultivating competencies for the future to enable building the organization to 
be future - ready. Kudos to all employees who contribute to make tkIS India 
an engaging workplace.

Parag Chepe participates at The NextGen Chemicals & 
Petrochemicals Summit
Parag Chepe, Chief Engineering Officer and Executive Director - Engineering was one of the 

ndPanelists in the Panel Discussion on EPC: Focusing on New Innovations organised on 22  July 
2022. This Panel Discussion was organized as part of NextGen Chemicals & Petrochemicals 
Summit 2022 scheduled on 21-22 July 2022, by Indian Chemical News (ICN) on virtual 
platform. The main theme of the Summit was "Driving Sustainable Growth”. The discussion 
centered around a number of engaging topics viz. encouraging companies to enter into 
EPC-LSTK segment focusing on Sustainable Technologies, new innovations changing overall 
EPC dynamics to name a few.

Abhijit Mhapankar presents at 
HxGN LIVE Smart Industrial Facilities 
India 2022
As a keynote speaker, Abhijit Mhapankar presented on 
Digital Solutions to facilitate data driven decisions guided 
by end-to-end processes at the HxGN LIVE Smart Industrial 
Facilities India 2022.

The event was organised by Hexagon Asset Lifecycle 
Intelligence India on 4th July 2022 at ITC Maratha, Mumbai.

Their event focused on the theme “Unlock Excellence with 
Smart Digital Reality” which is now the most powerful tool to 
enable a sustainable and an autonomous future.

tkIS India receives Gold Certificate for 
GST Compliance from Finance Ministry, GOI
The Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, Ministry of Finance, 
Government of India awarded tkIS India with Gold Certificates for prompt filing 
of returns and payment of GST as per their Compliance Calendar.

tkIS received five gold certificates from 5 states, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Odisha, and Assam. With GST registrations across 9 states, 
during FY 21-22, tkIS India deposited GST of Rs 991 Million.
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Green Initiatives at tkIS India
Sapling Distribution Day
Sapling Distribution Day was held in April 2022 in both Mumbai and Pune offices.

Around 600 saplings of different species were distributed among the employees. Some images below:

Tree Plantation Drive
Phase 2 of the tree plantation drive was held in Mumbai and Pune.

Employees from both locations participated enthusiastically in the drive. Some Images below:

Motion sensor taps have replaced traditional taps across the Mumbai office. 
Nearly 90 taps were installed as part of this initiative. That's a huge headway in 
water saving!
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Diversity and Inclusion Initiatives

The D&I Committee

In line with the commitment to create a conducive workplace for an employee irrespective of his / her 
background, race, religion, abilities, following steps have been taken towards strengthening 
Diversity & Inclusion policies -
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Meet the members of the Diversity & Inclusion 
(D&I) Committee.

• Ms Sarita Panda (Head)
• Mr Amrish Dholakia (Engineering Management)
• Ms Kirandeep Matharu (Civil, Pune)
• Mr Mirza Zahid Baig (Mechanical, Pune)
• Mr Pratik S Mukherjee (Project Management)
• Mr Bhushan Vartak (Communications)

The D&I committee will be responsible for:

• implementing D&I initiatives and policy
• achieving target for gender diversity
• facilitating diversity of thought; 
 open discussion culture across departments
• addressing generation gap issues
• addressing any grievances, among other things

A journey of a thousand miles has begun...

Crèche Facility

Recognizing the role of women in society and families 
and to make it easier for our women employees, tkIS 
India has tied up with a Crèche Facility near to its office 
premises in Vikhroli and Pune, and in Thane. Women 
employees can avail of this scheme at a subsidized rate. 
Additionally, women employees can also drop their kid/s 
using the company transport.

For additional details, please contact the 
HR department.

“Diversity is being invited 

to the party; 

inclusion is being asked to dance.”

- Vernā Myers

Talk it out with Sarita Panda

As the head of the D&I committee, 
why do you think D&I is important?

We would like to live the companies’ values of 
enabling a diverse and rich workplace where 
people, irrespective of their background and 
personalities can co-exist and richly contribute.  

How do you think we can make a headway in 
creating a diverse and an inclusive workplace?

By seeking to be inclusive and respectful to diverse 
thoughts, view -points, cultures and enable the best 
in each other. Instead of being clones of one 
another, showcasing richness in perspective and 
being conscious of the biases we carry. 

What are the committee’s initiatives with 
respect to the D&I implementation at tkIS India?

The committee draws inspiration from global highly 
respected companies around the world and would 
like to contribute towards making tkIS India a brand 
that not only does high quality engineering and 
project implementation but also includes people in 
its journey towards excellence. 

1. Measurable diversity and inclusion goals on 
 gender, abilities, backgrounds etc.

2. Culture of learning from each other

3. Communication and interaction between 
 employees  across the company.

4. Enabling-people expression on their many sides
 and talents. 



People
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The tussle of work-life balance
We are ready to clock in extra hours, go 
the extra mile to prove ourselves. As 
individuals, we look at jobs that offer us a 
faster growth cycle, quicker promotions, 
and better perks.  Also around us, 
inflation is on the rise. Vacations are a 
necessity. We are spoilt for choice be it 
phones, clothes, radio, taxis, or modes of 
recreation. There is a need to uphold our 
lifestyle and to better it. 

Work-life equilibrium is a good concept 
which talks about slotting the two 
important aspects of your life into halves. 
Honestly, they cannot be halved. All the 
things we aspire to achieve in our careers 
are difficult to come by, if we continue to 
deliver only what is expected of us. There 
is a famous adage that growth happens 
beyond the comfort zone. And the area 
beyond this comfort zone demands 
sacrifices, which in this case is your 
personal life. 

We can do it this way. Instead of looking 
at work-life in terms of days, we can look 
at them in terms of weeks. Since both 
work and life are not mutually exclusive, 
we can steer work through the week and 
stay completely cut-off on the weekends. 
Instead of measuring efforts or family 
time in terms of hours or a fixed quantity, 
we can look at them more qualitatively. 
Our efforts could be more focused on 
being mindful of what makes us feel 
content. Like happiness, work-life balance 

is really difficult to achieve. But we can 
incorporate certain alterations in our 
family culture. For example, gadget free 
weekends, everyday mandatory family 
dinner without TV or mobiles.

It is like quicksand. The more you think 
and fight over it, the more drained and 
stressed you may feel. It is a struggle to 
keep the balance intact. We have to take 
it as it comes, ensuring that we are able 
to do what gives us fulfilment at least 
once in a week. This will also guarantee 
a better mental state. 

Chaitali Vartak
Civil

hen I think of my grandfather, 
I realize that he had a clear 
demarcation between work and 
personal life. He boarded the 

same train to office, the same circle of 
co-passengers with whom he played 
cards with and talked, and a fixed time to 
return home.  At home, he spent time 
with his family, had dinner and then slept 
also at a fixed time. It was clockwork. 
His life at work too was with limited 
technology; calculations and reports were 
done by hand, at best a calculator was 
used. He may have had his fair share of 
troubles, I won’t deny, but the greater 
importance was for job stability. 

With globalization and technology, 
businesses have come closer; the world 
has become a smaller place. Jobs have 
become more challenging & demanding; 
work from home is now a fact more than 
an idea; and performance, a requirement. 

It is like quicksand. 
The more you think 
and fight over it, 
the more drained and 
stressed you may feel. 



ewinding to two years back, we were used to our normal, 
routine and balanced lives before COVID came and 
changed everything. 

All our schedules and routines went for a toss. It was replaced 
by a new routine - wake up, sit at the same place till evening, 
get up, have dinner and go to sleep. No time to watch news, talk 
with family, friends, watch movies - nothing. This happened with 
pretty much everyone for the first few months of the lockdown.

Gradually, we realised the importance of finding balance 
between work and life. It’s easier to schedule your work when 
you are in office rather than at home.But since we couldn’t 
change that, it became the need of the hour to achieve that 
same balance while working from home. 

So I set about on improving my routine. To start with, what I did 
was take compulsory breaks between the day and follow a 
reasonable “log off” time in the evening. This helped me get that 
extra time to do other things I enjoyed and was missing out on.

The second biggest loss that the lockdown imposed was not 
being able to meet up with friends regularly. So clearly defining 
my working hours and taking those compulsory breaks in 
between meant that I got time to call my friends and speak to 
them.

This activity of balancing helped me not only during the 
lockdown but even after, as I could better appreciate the 
importance of it. Without the correct balance, we will eventually 
lose the satisfaction of living life. Everything becomes a cause 
for frustration and we will be stressed always.

So this is one rare positive reason why I’m even thankful that 
COVID happened. It made me realise the need for living a 
balanced and healthy life. 

Ajinkya Joshi
Piping

Life is all about balance

ome days I wish the clock hanging on my wall paused 
and gave me more time than 24 hours to accomplish a 
few more things. We all dream of seizing some time from 
our chockablock schedules to dedicate towards 

something closer to our hearts; maybe a hobby, or our families, 
or our friends and yet we end up with the perennial excuse 
“Time nahi mila”.

With the trend of sharing all responsibilities and duties amongst 

all members of the family, everyone is expected to do 
everything. But modern problems require modern solutions. 
And the only way to thrive and survive is to learn the art of 
“Multitasking” and to maintain “Work life balance”.  These 
words may sound unrealistic and farfetched, but it can be 
effectively implemented. Some days we are efficient in office, 
and some days we are not. If we look deeper into this, we 
realize that our life beyond office is actually channeling on how 
effectively we are performing at our workplace.

I believe that with each passing day we are losing out on our time 
here and so, we all must live each day to its fullest. For this, we 
must strike a balance between our work, and life beyond work. 
When we realize that our time with our parents, children, friends 
and even our own selves is finite, is when we will be driven to 
chase this balance. Maintaining a work life balance doesn’t 
mean to cut loose at work, but to be more efficient and effective 
so that we get time for exploring the other faces of life. 

In a way, isn’t this how we can honor the gift of life? Remember, 
never get so busy making a living that you forget to make a life.

Trisha Jaiswal
Project Management

Work-life balance
during lockdown

“I believe that 

with each passing 

day we are losing 

out on our time 

here and so, 

we all must live 

each day to its 

fullest.”
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Multi-tasking & Work-Life Balance

f you look at the 
figure alongside, 
you will see that 
we usually spend 

21 hours out of 24, 
just doing normal 
work even under 
ideal conditions 
(i.e 8 hours of sleep 
and 8 hours of work). 
The 3 hours timespan is surely not enough to fulfill the needs 
of our self, family & community. In practical situations, we tend 
to “steal” sleep time and lunch time to compensate for work or 
other demands. This act of trying to manage all activities within 
the limited time is the sore point of Work-Life balance. 
Multitasking & Work-life balance is not a new topic to us. While 
some many find multi-tasking easier, for others it is practically 
impossible.

This act of trying to manage all activities within the limited time 
is the sore point of Work-Life balance. Multitasking & Work-life 
balance is not a new topic to us. While some many find multi-
tasking easier, for others it is practically impossible.

There are three main reasons why we work - to earn money, for 
the feeling of fulfillment and to achieve our purpose in life. 
Other reasons are as shown in Figure 2. Work empowers you to 
live a quality life. As depicted in Figure 3, although we want 
various things in life, we also need time for various activities for 
ourselves, family & community. 

How do these aspects affect us? In Figure 4, we see a balance 
mechanism resting on fulcrum of our ‘roles and responsibilities’. 
People from different age groups play different roles in society. 
By the time you achieve some balance, your roles and 
responsibilities and definitions of “Life” & “Work” change.

Figure 1: Daily schedule

Figure 3: What we want in life?Figure 2: Why we work  

It is a very dynamic model as demanded at our work place and 
life, and roles keep on changing daily. To find the perfect 
equilibrium is the end goal and it requires continuous efforts. 
What happens if we focus too much on only one aspect?
This scenario is explored in the Figures 5 & 6.

Achieving this equilibrium requires a trade-off. We know people 
in society who love their work. If you love what you do, it won’t 
seem like “Work” anymore. It may not be possible all the time. 
But what if you can turn your hobby into work? Hobbies will 
contribute towards the “Life” aspect while your earnings can 
fuel the “Work” aspect.

Some may find it to be very impractical and unrealistic but a 
step forward is what it takes to explore the possibility. The 
bottom line is that if we are able to achieve a synchronism 
between work, life and our roles and responsibilities by 
prioritizing the limited time we have, life would get easier and 
this debate of Work-Life would ease itself out. 

Mohit Fulpagare
Electrical

Figure 5: Too much work...!

Figure 6: No work at all...!

Figure 4: Dynamic model of work-life balance
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Times of Fun and Celebration
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It’s not only the temperatures easing out at the onset of monsoons but moods are also lifted as 
employees from Information Technology Management, Project Management, Procurement, Inspection, 
Instrumentation and Piping department picnics. Some images below of picnics-



Ward’s Achievements
Ms. Sanika Gujar, (D/o. Mr. Vijay Gujar
- INSPECTION DEPT.) is a passionate 
artist since childhood.

She has cleared Elementary & 
Intermediate drawing exams, 
securing grade A in both.
Currently, a student of B. Design in 
‘Visual Communication & Strategic 
Branding’, a 4-year undergraduate 
program in Srishti Manipal, 
Bangalore, her expertise is in 
various paintings and art work 
using mediums like oil colors, 
acrylic paints, charcoal, 
water colors and even digital art.

One of her recent art work is shared 
below. It’s an Oil painting of a view 
from her house window 
which she has captured on a 
hard-board sheet.

PSM Department Picnic
Recently, the procurement team from Mumbai and Pune office 
went for an overnight picnic to Sterling Nature Trails, Durshet, 
Khopoli, situated 80 kms away from Mumbai. 

This was one of a kind of an outing where both teams could 
participate having worked together for so many years. Whereas 
we all participate to build plants, here we came together to build 
a sense of togetherness between us. 

The teams, tired from crooning numerous songs on their bus 
ride to the venue, were welcomed with refreshments that set the 
mood for the day ahead. Numerous team building activities 
were planned for the day with the teams aptly naming 
themselves, “Tribe of India” and “Mother India”. One of the 
games was “Newspaper Dress-up” wherein team members had 

to dress-up their leader with newspapers. Another game was 
“Laughter challenge” wherein the humorous person of the 
Mumbai team had to crack-up the most serious person in the 
Pune team. 

We utilized this opportunity to bring our teams together. Even 
Formation of teams was thoughtfully done which allowed the 
mix and blend of people who worked in different locations. The 
following morning was marked with a bath in the river waters 
which was a unique experience in its own way. Special thanks 
to Mr. Pankaj Arulkar who carefully had planned these two days 
of the outing and made it so memorable. 

Contributed by: PSM team - Mumbai and Pune. 
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Where do you stand?
WHO recommends that adults aged between 18 to 64 years should do at least 150 minutes of 
moderate-intensity physical activity throughout the week, or do at least 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity 
75 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity, or an equivalent combination on both.
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Chalte Chalte Challenge
As part of the fitness initiative, an 8-day walking challenge was organized together with
the Cult.fit Fitness app. Congratulations to the winners! 

1st
Place

3rd
Place

5th
Place

2nd
Place

4th
Place

Yoosaf Valarivalappil - 3,58,766 steps

Raviraj Lanjewar - 3,43,849 steps

Rhea Johnson - 2,20,355 steps

Shivesh Ranjan - 3,46,031 steps

Pranil Ugale - 2,64,238 steps

“I believe that health means physical, mental and spiritual 
health. It’s not possible to succeed in life if we are not at 
peace within!

I achieve this by keeping track of my timing, setting 
priorities and reserving time for myself.”

“My dogs Niki & Sakhiare my fitness partners! They make 
sure I’m in perfect form by dragging me on a walk with 
them, every morning and evening. It’s not always easy but 
I consciously make the choice to strike a balance between 
health and work”.

“All work and no play can get very dull. I believe in 
keeping active, not just on weekends but essentially to 
assimilate it as a way of life.

I find it gives me a greater sense of meaning and energy 
to take back to my work.”

“I look at taking care of my mental and physical health 
has an investment that will always yield the best returns, 

both personally and professionally. Finding the right 
balance can be tricky in this fast track age, but it’s a skill 

worth building.”

“For me, health is a matter of habit. 
It is not a one-time activity, but rather a cycle of 

continuous re-evaluation and improvement.

What works now, may not work tomorrow so it’s important 
to review and adjust accordingly”.



Warning signs: Are you burning out?

• Feeling exhausted and drained all the time.

• Lack of passion and even resentment towards work.

• Significant decrease in productivity.

• Making frequent mistakes like forgetting important 
 meetings and deadlines.

• Persistent feelings of worthlessness, guilt, anxiety and 
 other symptoms of depression.

• Falling sick more often, especially being vulnerable 
 to headaches, stomachaches and colds.

• Low tolerance and getting irritated quickly.

• Unaccountable changes in diet and sleep patterns

What causes burnout?

Unreasonable demands: Unmanageable workload coupled 
with unreasonable deadlines can overwhelm even the most 
optimistic employees. They respond by procrastinating or 
emotionally distancing themselves from work.

Lack of clarity: Employees find it doubly exhausting when 
expectations are like moving targets and there is no clear 
definition of what is required of them.

Unfair treatment: Favoritism, unfair compensation, mistreatment 
at work or even lack of recognition and opportunities can 
become reasons for burnout if left unaddressed for a long time.

Control: There should always be a balance between authority 
and responsibility. Being burdened with responsibility without 
any decision-making authority leads to resentment and 
detachment.

Community: A conducive workplace has social support, trust 
and processes in place for resolving conflicts. The pandemic 
and long hours of remote working has been a big reason for 
social divide.  

Values: When work does not resonate with the core values of 
the employee or is in direct conflict with it, it causes internal 
discord and can lead to stress.

What can you 
do?

The first and foremost 
step is to recognize 
correctly whether you 
are burned out. Then 
you can focus your 
efforts on practices that 
can help you regain 
balance. 

Commit to a daily routine 
which includes a healthy 
diet plan, plenty of 
exercise and healthy sleep habits. Scheduling regular long and 
short breaks from work, can help more than taking a random 
week-long vacation when you feel stressed.

On the work front, speaking to your manager and Human 
Resources department about the issues you face, could help in 
creating a healthier work environment for all. Our own thought 
processes and traits are also big contributors to burnout and it 
would be helpful to dig deep and find out our limiting beliefs 
that are contributing to burnout. Be conscious about the 
circumstances that make you feel stressed and try changing 
your coping mechanism.

Luckily, burnout is not irreversible. With the right help & sufficient 
time to rejuvenate, you can bounce back with greater zeal.

Although the term “Burnout” has been around for more than 50 years, we don’t talk about it enough, probably because of the stigma 
associated with it. However, it’s important for both managers and employees to have this conversation, if we have to effectively 
address it.

Too Little Stress
(Underload)

Optimum
Stress

Too Much Stress
(Overload)

Burnout STRESS 
LEVEL

PERFORMANCE

Decoding Burnout
 hile a healthy amount of stress can be productive, 
 excessive and unmanaged stress can make you feel 
 exhausted, less  capable  at work and make you resent your 
job. Burnout is what happens when this stress builds up over a 
prolonged  period of time. It can become so embedded in your life 
that it begins to manifest as emotional and physical problems. 
Job stressors are of course, major contributors of burnout, but 
one’s lifestyle and internal traits, such as perfectionism and 
pessimism can contribute as well. Factors that cause stress and 
eventually burnout is different for different people, and must be 
handled accordingly.
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Safeways

Work & life balance: An important aspect of 
Occupational Safety & Health
Balancing the demands of life and work helps workforce to be more productive and 
work more safely in our workplaces. 
As the concept of wellness makes its way into workplaces around the country and globally, 
employers are beginning to realize that it's a critical part of employee health and safety. 

Here are some key components of work life balance which have significant influences in 
occupational health & safety:

1.  Role overload occurs when the time and energy demands of multiple roles are too 
  great to perform the roles adequately or comfortably.

2.  Work-to-family interference happens when work demands interfere with the ability 
  to perform family-role responsibilities, like when long hours on the job prevents attendance at a child’s school event.

3.  Family-to-work interference is the opposite. It happens when family demands interfere with fulfilling responsibilities at work 
  (e.g. a child’s illness prevents regular attendance at work)

4.  Caregiver strain refers to the “burdens” in the day-to-day lives of caregivers, attributed to the need to provide care or help 
  to someone who needs it.

Each workplace should take time to tailor its policies to its own culture and this often requires consulting with employees. As with any 
occupational safety and health program, both the employer and the employees must take an active role in making it work effectively. 
We at tkIS have lot such initiatives such as Flexible working arrangements and shifts, Health Wellness programme for employees, 
Workshops on related topics (e.g. stress, nutrition, smoking), Fitness facilities or financial membership assistance, Parental leave to 
enable effective work life balance and work safely in our workplaces.

All such above initiatives help our employees to motivate and maintain effective work life balance and contribute their best to work 
safely at tkIS (India).
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  For the FY 2021-2022

• No. of Saplings planted 1275

• No. of Environmental promotional activities conducted 24

• No of Occupational Health Campaigns conducted 37

Environment & Occupational Health Initiatives



Best HSE Performing Sites
In a first of its kind, tkIS India instituted the Best HSE performing sites 
award, rewarding the sites for their safety culture. During the period from 
October 2021 - March 2022, various ongoing sites were judged based 
on various criterion i.e. LTI record, consistent of the HSE rating of 85% and above, severity index and participation of line management.

Accordingly, the following sites have been declared the Best HSE Performing Sites for the year 2021-22. 

• n-Butanol SiteEPC  

•  BS VI  - Paradip Site & NCU IOCL - PanipatEPCM (Joint winners) 

• EPC 1B Nayara PMC  

Hearty congratulations to all the winners. Keep Safe. 

HSE Recognition 
Won the under the category Gold Award 
Excellence in Initiative and Risk Management 
from the American Society of Safety  Professionals 
(India Chapter) Industry Awards 2022.

The main criteria for selection in the category of 
Initiative and Risk Management is as follows:

1 New HSE initiatives taken by the organisation 
 and its effectiveness

2 HSE Risk Management Policy & Procedures of 
 the company

3 Implementation of Risk management procedures 
 at all operations

4 Organisation’s maintained or adopted 
 HSE system

5 Risk management recognition

6 Overall Company’s HSE performance as a result of the implementation of the Risk Management programme

#bettertogetherWe perform
The Team Competition conducted during the “We Perform #bettertogether” 
Global Safety Week (25th - 29th April 2022).

23 teams i.e. nearly 200+ employees participated in 3 categories:
a) Project Task Force b) Departments and c) Sites

The evaluation team consisted of Mr Atul Supe, Mr A K Ladia, Ms Sarita Panda, 
Mr Nitin Pandit & Mr Indranil Chakraborty to arrive at the winners.

The WINNERS are:

 PROJECT TASK FORCE
 a. Team NRL CDU-VDU b. Team NRL - EPCM- Pune

 DEPARTMENTS
 a. Team Instrumentation b. Team ITM c. Team PIPING-SYNERGY

 SITES
 a. Team NAYARA EPC2 - Team A b. Team IOCL - NCU, Panipat c. Team KRIBHCO

Heartiest Congratulations to the Winning Teams.
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Environment Day Celebration
World Environment Day around the theme, was celebrated across all sites by organising saplings plantation on June “Only one Earth” 

th5 , 2022. Some glimpses below:

ADP1 - Nayara Energy, Vadinar Ammonia Storage tank - Kribhco, UP

BS-VI - IOCL, Paradip EPCM_ CDU-VDU - NRL, Assam

EPCM2 - IOCL, Panipat n-Butanol - IOCL, Dumad

NCU - IOCL, Panipat PP - IOCL, Paradip



Yogesh Mandge
HOG Procurement & 

Supply Management (PSM)

Our Colleagues

A Warm Welcome to our 
New Colleagues

Vinayak S Patil
Project Management 

Sarath VL
Site Management & 

Supervision 

Amol Anil Abhyankar
Planning 

Jai V Bhatt
Planning

Mukesh Kumar Agrawal
In-house Site Support & 

Construction Management 

Ashish Jayant Natu
Legal 

Vivek V Kelkar
Procurement & Supply 

Management (PSM) 

Nilesh Katariya
Information Technology 

Management

Pankaj Arulkar
Procurement & Supply 

Management (PSM) 

A warm welcome to our new colleagues, who joined our Mumbai and Pune offices.
We wish them the very best for their careers with our organisation...

Animesh Kulkarni
Sales - PP, PT, CP 

Bhimavarapu Srinivas Reddy
Site Management & 

Supervision 
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Sneha S Dhawale
HR  

Salil Surve
Project Management

Vishal Nanaware
Mechanical

Ganesh Kumar Prajapati
Information Technology 

Management

Sunil Sawant - 
Mechanical

Navin Kumar
Site Management & 

Supervision

Ravi Kumar Shukla
Plant Design & Piping - I

Shaik Abdul Raheman
Information Technology 

Management

Veerabahulu Modugavalasa
OSH & E

Mrinal Kanti Pal
Project Management

Dharmendra Kumar Shah
Administration

Sangam Shaha
Technology, Process & 

System Design 

Sameer Badheka
Technology, Process & 

System Design 

Devendra Kumar Ram
Technology, Process & 

System Design 

Siddharam Bharat Pujari
Procurement & 

Supply Management (PSM)

Rahul Ramachandran Nair
Procurement & 

Supply Management (PSM)



Ninad Tambat
Technology, Process & 

System Design

Sombit Mazumdar
Site Management & Supervision

Retirements
We bid goodbye to a few of our long-serving employees who retired recently.
we Up-to-date wishes them the very best for their retirement years...

For comments and feedback, kindly send an email to: communications@thyssenkrupp.com

Publishing Details: Published by thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions (India) Private Limited, Uhde House, L.B.S. Marg, Vikhroli (West), 
Mumbai - 400 083, India for its employees. The journal is not for external circulation in part or as a whole. 
Editors: Rajeev Deshpande, Arun Ladia, Sarita Panda, Indranil Chakraborty, Bhushan Vartak, Rhea Johnson and Ajinkya Joshi

Employees are requested to send in their ward’s recent achievements with 
the recent family photograph to: communications@thyssenkrupp.com
This will be published suitably in the upcoming issues. 

Vikas Khandagale - 
Information Technology 

Management

Prakashan M V
Information Technology 

Management

Santosh Tandel
Technology, Process and 

System Design

Sulochana Ramakrishnan
HOD - Plant Design and 

Piping (Pune)

S Gnanasekar
EVP & HOG - 
Engineering

Coming up next - Intergenerational Collaboration.

The theme for the next issue is Intergenerational Collaboration.
Interested employees must send in their views, articles, stories to 

th
communications@thyssenkrupp.com before 05  September, 2022
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